Books available at our Bookstore!
The Twelve Powers
By Charles Fillmore
When Charles Fillmore studied the life, teachings, death, and Resurrection of Jesus, he discovered twelve powers that, when developed, can lead to a life of unspeakable joy and glory. This
book includes Scripture references, an index, and questions for each chapter that help the reader learn how to develop those twelve powers and experience physical, emotional, mental, and
spiritual renewal and regeneration.
This is one of Fillmore's most profound books and challenges the serious metaphysical student as
well as those seeking in-depth understanding of mind, body, and spirit.

The Twelve Powers of Man
By Charles Fillmore
A metaphysical look at twelve expressions of the divine power inherent in each of us. Expressions such as love, faith, strength, zeal, and imagination are discussed. Explore the 12 fundamental attributes of Divine Mind that form our spiritual nature and express themselves through
our minds as divine ideas and faculties.

PowerUP: The Twelve Powers Revisited as Accelerated Abilities
By Cher Holton, Ph.D. & Paul Hasselbeck, D.D.S.
This easy-to-understand guide is filled with powerful tools, tips, and ideas which bring insight,
understanding, and practical application to the popular Twelve Powers made famous by Charles
Fillmore.

Power Up Your Life! Accessing Your Twelve Powers to Achieve Health, Happiness, Abundance,
& Inner Peace
By Bil Holton, Ph.D., Cher Holton, Ph.D., & Paul Hasselbeck, D.D.S.
There is an extraordinary you at your core. All you have to do is get the ordinary you out of the
way. You can do this by harnessing twelve incredible spiritual powers that lie dormant within
you! Any one of the twelve spiritual powers revealed in this enlightenment guide can help you
transform your life in ways you wouldn’t have thought possible. This cutting edge book is an expanded and updated adaptation of the 2010 bestseller, “PowerUP: Revisiting the Twelve Powers
as Accelerated Abilities”, by Unity ministers Paul Hasselbeck and Cher Holton.

Divine Audacity: Dare to Be the Light of the World
By Linda Martella Whitsett
This new thought manifesto challenges readers to follow Jesus' dictum that his followers should
be "the light of the world." What makes Martella-Whitsett's approach so refreshing is that it
offers a path for those interested in living a deep and authentic life outside of the strictures of
traditional religious categories. It is, in essence, how to be spiritual without being religious.

